
Providing Liquidity on uTrade V2  

 

By providing Liquidity you will earn a share of the platforms trading fees in the form of UP 

token, which can be redeemed at any time. UP is the ideal liquidity farming token since every 

trade increases the redeem value of UP - it is called UP for a reason! UP tokens can also 

migrate to UNFI for access to enhanced liquidity rewards and governance staking rewards! 

Learn more about UP here 

BEFORE adding Liquidity to any automated market maker (AMM) you should educate yourself 

on impermanent loss and the risks involved in becoming a liquidity provider here 

1. Head over to https://binance.unifiprotocol.com/liquidity  you should see the screen below.  

 

 
 
 
 
2. Choose your preferred wallet from the list of wallet providers. 

 

 

 

If your wallet is not 

displayed on the list, 

click on “Other Wallet”  

Connect a wallet here 

https://medium.com/unifiprotocol/unifi-protocol-tokens-b620edc98c18
https://unifiprotocol.zendesk.com/knowledge/articles/4402183655700/en-us?brand_id=360004388751
https://binance.unifiprotocol.com/liquidity


 
 

Once wallet is connected 

you should see it here 

3. Once wallet is connected choose the pool you want to add liquidity to from one of the 

promoted or custom pools. 

 

 

  

 

4. Once you have decided which pool you want to add liquidity to, click on approve 

transaction. A pop up should appear on your wallet browser extension, sign the transaction 

request. 

 

  

 

 

 

Choose between 

promoted and 

custom pools here 

Approve 

transaction here 



 
 

5. Choose how you want to add liquidity and input the amount of tokens you want to add 

to the pool* 

 *With utrade V2Liquidity providers can choose between adding to both sides or one side of the 

pair. If adding to only one side of the pair, the smart contract will automatically sell half in order 

to purchase the other side of the pair and balance the pool of liquidity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Set your slippage tolerance 

 

• Supplying Single Side Liquidity will use the provided token to buy the other token in this 

pair. This buy may incur significant slippage if there is not enough liquidity in this pool, 

resulting in a significant difference in price executed and the quoted price. You may set 

the maximum amount of slippage you will tolerate (current 0.8%) by clicking the slider 

icon at the top right. Be careful to manage this risk accordingly. 

 

• You can also set a deadline so transactions revert if they are stuck pending for a long 

time. 

You can set slippage 

tolerance here 

Choose between adding 

both sides or a single 

side of the pair 

Approval has 

been confirmed 



 
 

7. Check all values again and make sure you are happy with the amount you are adding to 

the pool and your slippage tolerance. 

 

8. click submit transaction and wait for the transaction to execute  

 

9. Once your transaction has been verified you will be taken back to the liquidity pool 

screen and you should now see your liquidity in the pool. If you can’t see it but saw that 

the transaction was completed in the top right of the screen, try refreshing your page. 

 

 

 

 

10. You  have now added your liquidity to the pool and can sit back and wait for the UP to 

roll in! 

 

Hint: Keep an eye out for Super pairs which qualify you for additional rewards. You can 

read more about them here 

 

Claim UP here 

Your liquidity 

https://medium.com/unifiprotocol/unfi-super-pairs-58459f45f010

